It is shown that for every ring of left pure global dimension zero (i.e., for every ring all of whose left modules are direct sums of finitely generated modules), the finitely generated left modules can be grouped to a unique "strong preinjective partition" while the finitely presented right modules possess a "strong preprojective partition"; these strong partitions are upgraded versions of the partitions introduced by Auslander and Smal0 for Artin algebras. One direct consequence is that a ring of left pure global dimension zero has finite representation type if and only if there exist sufficiently many almost split maps among its finitely generated left modules. This provides a very elementary proof for Auslander's theorem saying that for Artin algebras vanishing of the left pure global dimension is equivalent to finiteness of the representation type.
Introduction
Over a ring of vanishing left pure global dimension (equivalently, a ring all of whose left modules are direct sums of finitely generated modules) there are, for each positive integer n , only finitely many isomorphism types of left modules of length bounded by n (see [21, 22] ). The purpose of the present note is to provide a better understanding of the category of finitely generated modules for such a ring (towards the ultimate goal of establishing or excluding the existence of a candidate which fails to be of finite representation type). For a brief outline of the history of the enterprise to characterize the rings of left pure global dimension zero see the introduction to [21] .
More specifically, we will show that, given a ring R of left pure global dimension zero, each family of finitely generated left Ä-modules has a "strong preinjective partition", and each family of finitely presented right Ä-modules has a "strong preprojective partition." These are upscaled versions of the preinjective resp. preprojective partitions introduced and described for Artin algebras by Auslander and Smalo in [6] . More explicitly, Auslander and Smalo showed that any transversal fê of the finitely generated indecomposable modules over an Artin algebra contains disjoint finite subsets Wa, a < ta, such that for each a the set <&a is a minimal cogenerating set for W\ U«<ct ^« (or> equivalently, such that each embedding of a module from Wa into a finite direct sum of modules in ^\U/j<Q^? splits). If W' = ^\UQ<CÜ^> the (uniQue) partition = (Ua<cu ^L) u ^' was dubbed the preinjective partition for W. Preprojective partitions over Artin algebras were defined and established dually. For certain classes 'to of finitely generated modules (over rings which are not Artin algebras), this idea can be pushed beyond the first limit ordinal, namely, the game can be continued for the class f \ UQ<fU ^ ; tne resulting partition of W will then be called a strong preinjective partition, and the least ordinal p with g' = 0 will be called its length. We can now state the most important case of our existence theorem for strong preinjective partitions with more precision: Theorem A. If R has left pure global dimension zero, then the family of all finitely generated indecomposable left R-modules has a unique strong preinjective partition of countable length; this length is neither a limit ordinal nor the successor of a limit ordinal. Analogously, the family of all finitely presented indecomposable right R-modules possesses a unique strong preprojective partition of countable length; provided that R is right artinian and has a Morita duality on the right, the same additional restrictions as above apply to this length, a
We will use this result to give a short and very elementary proof for Auslander's celebrated theorem asserting that every Artin algebra of left pure global dimension zero has finite representation type. In fact, it follows effortlessly from the existence of strong preinjective partitions that if there are left almost split monomorphisms originating from arbitrary noninjective finitely generated indecomposable left ^-modules, left pure global dimension zero always implies finite representation type. This result can also be obtained from Auslander's work (combine [2] with [1] ); note, moreover, that on the other hand, finite representation type implies the existence of the almost split maps we require (see [1] ).
Next we will narrow down the auxiliary condition needed for our bridge from left pure global dimension zero to finite representation type to a "pointwise" condition, that is, one that involves only a single finitely generated left Ä-module at a time. Given any indecomposable finitely generated left i?-module A with endomorphism ring S, denote by A the right .R-module Woms(A, V), where V is the injective envelope of the right 5-module 5/radS. Corollary C. The following statements are equivalent for any ring R :
( 1 ) R is of finite representation type.
(2) R has left pure global dimension zero, and for each finitely generated indecomposable left R-module A the right R-module A is finitely presented, a
It is readily checked that for every finitely generated indecomposable left Rmodule A the right Ä-module A is algebraically compact and has in turn a local endomorphism ring. For the case where R has left pure global dimension zero without being representation-finite, Corollary C thus yields algebraically compact indecomposable right .R-modules which fail to be finitely presented. (In this context note that if there exists a ring of vanishing left pure global dimension which is not of finite representation type, then there exists a twosided artinian ring with these properties; see Theorem 1.)
Terminology and prerequisites. Let R be any ring, Jf a full subcategory of the category R-Mod of left .R-modules; most often we will consider J£ equal to R-mod, the full subcategory of all finitely generated left .R-modules. (Our notation for the corresponding categories of right .R-modules will be symmetric, with R placed on the right-hand side.) Following Auslander and Reiten [5] , we call a nonsplit monomorphism f:A->B in Ä-mod with A, B in Jf left almost split in .£ if each homomorphism A -» D in ^# which is not a split monomorpnism factors through / ; right almost split epimorphisms in y$ are defined dually. Finally, an exact sequence 0->/4-»R-^C -»0 in R-mod with A, B, C in ¿& is said to be almost split in Ji if the monomorpnism A -► B is left almost split in ^# and the epimorphism B -► C is right almost split in Jif.
Call a left Ä-module M with endomorphism ring S strong if M is finitely generated as an Ä-module, S is local, and the radical rads(M) of M viewed as a right S-module is small in M. The latter condition is clearly satisfied if M is finitely generated over S, or if S is left perfect, for instance. Moreover, call M strongly decomposable if M is a finite direct sum of strong modules. Clearly, every module of finite length is strongly decomposable (the condition concerning the radical is satisfied because the endomorphism ring is semiprimary in that case), and so is every finitely presented right module over a ring of left pure global dimension zero (the latter example will be explained below).
For a family £P of left .R-modules denote by Ind W any family of representatives for the isomorphism types of the indecomposable direct summands of modules in W ; in case W is the family of all finitely presented left .R-modules, we will also write R-Ind for Ind W. Moreover, Add W will denote the full subcategory of R-mod consisting of all left .R-modules isomorphic to direct summands of finite direct sums of members of &. We say that W has left almost split maps if for each noninjective module A E Ind W there exists a left almost split monomorpnism f:A->B in .R-mod with B e Add W.
Given families W, S? of finitely generated left .R-modules, we call & a cogenerating set for W if each module in W can be embedded into a member of Add 3A. Dually, we say that & generates fê if each module in fê is an epimorphic image of a member of Add,f. Furthermore, for left .R-modules A and B we denote by £%e/ B(A) the reject of B in A , i.e., £%e/B(A) is the intersection of all kernels of homomorphisms from A to B ; the reject in A of a family W of modules is the intersection of all the rejects ¿%e/B{A), B Efê. Finally, the trace of B in A, denoted &rB{A), is the sum of all images of homomorphisms from B to A .
Three devices for shifting information from left modules to right modules and vice versa will be applied:
(a) Morita duality. We call R left Morita if R admits a Morita-duality .R-mod -► mod-T for some ring T (T will then be right Morita). As is well known (see e.g. [16, Theorems 3.7, 3.8] ), R is left Morita precisely if R is left artinian and the minimal injective cogenerator for R-Mod is finitely generated; in that case every finitely generated injective cogenerator M for .R-Mod induces a Morita duality Hom^(-, M):.R-mod -> mod-EndÄ(AT).
Theorem 1 (Hullinger-Simson duality principle; see [11, Theorem 7] and [15] ). Suppose that R has left pure global dimension zero. Then there exists a ring T of left pure global dimension zero which is artinian and Morita on both sides and has the same representation type as R.
More precisely: If E is the minimal injective cogenerator for R-Mod and T = EndR(E), then T is two-sided artinian, two-sided Morita, and again has left pure global dimension zero; moreover, the functor Hom^f-, E) induces a Morita duality R-mod -> mod-T (and thus induces a bijection between the isomorphism classes of indecomposable finitely generated left R-modules and the classes of indecomposable finitely generated right T-modules).
Proof. Suppose that R is as above. Then R is left artinian by [8, Theorem 4.4] , and the minimal injective cogenerator E for R-Mod, being a finite direct sum of indecomposable left R-modules, is finitely generated. Thus there exists a Morita-duality R-mod -► mod-T, where T = Enduis). Then T is clearly right artinian and right Morita. On the other hand, by [11, Theorem 7], T in turn has left pure global dimension zero. As we just pointed out, T is thus also left artinian and left Morita. o (b) The Auslander-Bridger transpose. For the basics on the Auslander-Bridger transpose Tr:R-Ind -> Ind-R resp. Tr: Ind -R -> R-Ind for a semiperfect ring R we refer the reader to [4] 2. Strong preinjective partitions and strong preprojective partitions
The following "strong preinjective (preprojective) partitions" of families of finitely generated modules refine, existence provided, the preinjective (preprojective) partitions introduced by Auslander and Smalo [6] . Existence, however, occurs rather rarely, which is the pivotal point of this paper. Definition 3. Let £f be a family of finitely generated (left) R-modules. We say that W has a strong preinjective partition if there exist an ordinal number x and a partition Ind W = \Ja<T Wa with the following properties:
(i) Wa n W" = 0 whenever a, ß are distinct ordinals below x ;
(ii) each W is finite; (iii) for each ordinal a, the set Wa is a minimal cogenerating set for
The least ordinal p with W = 0 is called the length of the partition.
Strong preprojective partitions are defined dually.
Clearly, given a strong preinjective partition Ind£? = (Ja<zWa sucri that Wo = 0, we have W = 0 for all y > ß ; in particular, Ind W will be finite if Wg = 0 for some ß < co.
The following theorem, due to Auslander and Smalo, is the key to effective exploitation of strong preinjective partitions. Since it was originally established in a slightly more specialized context, we include the short argument for the reader's convenience. Theorem 4 (Auslander and Smalo [6, Theorem 2.3]). Let W be a family of strongly decomposable modules. i 1 ) Suppose that W has a strong preinjective partition, say Ind W = \Ja<z Wa . If we set 3n = 1J«>" ^? • tnen eacn &a consists precisely of those modules C E 3>n for which every monomorphism C -> M with M e Addü^fV splits.
(2) Suppose that fê has a strong preprojective partition, say IndW = \Ja<TW*. If we set 2$* = \Jn>ttWB*, then each W* consists precisely of those modules C E 2¡* for which every epimorphism M -> C with M e Add^* splits.
Proof. We prove (2). It clearly suffices to show that if W is a family of strong R-modules (right R-modules say) admitting a minimal generating set s/ ç W, then s/ coincides with the set sé' of those modules A eW for which every epimorphism M -► A with M E Add?' splits. Clearly, / ç i. For the other inclusion, pick A e sé and let /: M -► A be an epimorphism with M E Add W ; since sé generates Add W, we can find an epimorphism 8:(®¡=x,...,mBi)®A" -* M with Bx, ... ,BmEsé -{A}. If we can show that the epimorphism h = f ■ g splits, then the original epimorphism / will split as well.
In order to show that h splits, set B = ®/=1 mB¡ and S = EndR(A) ; moreover, let hx, ... ,hn be the restrictions of h to the various copies of A . If one of the hi is an isomorphism, then h clearly splits. Otherwise, all hi belong to radiS) due to the locality of S. Since rads(A) is S-small in A by hypothesis and lTrB(A) is an S-submodule of A, we obtain A = A7sB(A) from the equality A = hxA + • • • + hmA + ATA B(A). But this means that A can be generated by Bx, ... , Bm (strong modules are finitely generated), which contradicts the minimality of sé as a generating set for W . n Propositions. Let W = (M(.)/e/ be a family of finitely generated right R-modules whose direct sum 0,€/ M¡ is noetherian over its endomorphism ring. Then each subfamily of Add W has a strong preprojective partition. If the M. are strongly decomposable, this partition is unique (namely as described in Theorem 4(2)).
Proof. It is clearly harmless to assume that W consists of indecomposable modules. Moreover, it is obvious that, given a module M which is noetherian over its endomorphism ring, every direct summand of M inherits this property. As a consequence, every direct sum extending over a subfamily of W is again noetherian over its endomorphism ring. For the existence statement it is therefore enough to show that W contains a finite subfamily which generates W ; since every such finite generating set will contain a minimal one, an obvious transfinite induction will then complete the proof. Set M = 0,G/ M¡ and S -EndR(M). Since M is finitely generated over S, there exist ix, ... , inE I such that M, as an S-module, is generated by M¡ © Theorem A (first part). Suppose that R has left pure global dimension zero.
Then
(1) every family W of finitely generated left R-modules has a unique strong preinjective partition of countable length p, say Ind W = \Ja<ft Wn, where each of the components Wa is as described in Theorem 4(1); moreover, (2) every family W* of finitely presented right R-modules has a unique strong preprojective partition of countable length with components as described in Theorem 4(2).
Proof. We start by showing (2). Due to the fact that each direct sum of finitely presented right R-modules is noetherian over its endomorphism ring [21, loc. cit.] , the existence of a strong preprojective partition for any family W* of finitely presented right modules follows from Proposition 5. Since by [21, Corollary 10 ] the class of all isomorphism types of finitely presented right .R-modules is countable, the length v of any such partition is countable.
The description of the components W* will follow from Theorem 4 once we have checked that each finitely presented indecomposable right R-module M is strong (by means of the Auslander-Bridger transpose, it can easily be verified that each finitely presented right R-module is a direct sum of indecomposable components). To show that M has a local endomorphism ring, we may clearly assume that M is nonprojective. Then TrAf has a local endomorphism ring, and
where P(M) resp. P(TrM) denotes the ideal of those endomorphisms which can be factored through a projective module (and where endomorphisms act opposite the scalars in each case); since clearly P(M) is a nilpotent ideal of End^(M), the latter ring inherits the property of being local from the factor ring EndR(M)/P(M). The condition concerning the radical of M viewed as a module over its endomorphism ring is satisfied because, as we already noted, each finitely presented right module is neotherian over its endomorphism ring. Thus M is indeed strong.
(1) The dual statements concerning finitely generated left R-modules can now be deduced from Theorem 1. Using the notation of that Theorem, let D:R-mod -» mod-T be a Morita duality. Given any family (C¡)i€¡ of finitely generated left R-modules, the family (Z)(C())/e/ has a unique strong preprojective partition as we just saw. The mirror image of this partition under D is then a strong preinjective partition of the original family with the desired properties, o If R has left pure global dimension zero, then Theorem A yields in particular a strong preinjective partition (of countable length) for the family .R-Ind of all isomorphism types of finitely generated indecomposable left R-modules, as well as a strong preprojective partition for the family Ind-R of all isomorphism types of finitely presented indecomposable right R-modules. While primarily our interest is directed towards conditions which force the length of either one of these partitions to be finite (the latter conditions being alternate ways of saying that R is of finite representation type), we will in the sequel gain some general insights concerning their lengths. Observation 6. Let W be a family of strongly decomposable left modules, C a member of Ind W , and suppose that C can be cogenerated by infinitely many disjoint finite subsets of Ind W. If W has a strong preinjective partition, say Ind# = lJ "& , then Cell >f]? .
A special case: Let R be right perfect, and suppose that W is a family of strongly decomposable left .R-modules including representatives Sx, ... , Sn of the simple left R-modules and endowed with a strong preinjective partition. Then the length of this partition cannot be a limit ordinal; in particular, either Ind W is finite, or else the strong preinjective partition of W has length greater than to.
Proof. Clearly, for any finite ordinal a the finite set IL«, ^g nas empty intersection with infinitely many of the given disjoint finite subsets of IndW cogenerating C . In particular, there exists a nonsplit monomorpnism C -► M for some M e Add([L>Q Wß), which shows that C <£ Wa. This proves the first claim.
For the special case, suppose that R is right perfect, W as specified, and let Proposition 7. Let W be a family of left R-modules of finite length (or of strongly decomposable modules all of which are noetherian over their endomorphism rings), and suppose that Add?3 is closed under factoring out rejects, i.e., A ¡Me/ B(A) E Addi^ whenever A, B E AddW. Moreover, suppose that Ind W = UQ<r ^a is a strong preinjective partition. Then, given any limit ordinal y < x, no member of W occurs as the domain of a left almost split monomorphism in Add?1. In particular, this yields: If W has left almost split maps, then the length of the partition is at most to.
Proof (compare proof of Theorem 7.1 in [6] ). Under either assumption, all the modules in W are strongly decomposable. Let A € W , where y is a limit ordinal below x, and assume there is a left almost split monomorpnism /: A -> X with X E Add W. Since for each a < y the set Wn cogenerates A , we can find a (nonsplit) monomorpnism fa:A^> Ma with Ma E Add if . Write Xa for the reject of f in I, and observe that Xß ç Xa forß<a<y. All the Xa being R-S-submodules of X, where S denotes the endomorphism ring of X, this chain will become stationary from a certain ß < y on (for either choice of assumption on the members of W ). By hypothesis we have X/X E Add W . Moreover, since each indecomposable summand Y of X/X is cogenerated by Wa for all a < y, we have Y E (jn>7 Wa (see proof of Observation 6). Thus X/Xß E AddlJQ>y ^ • Now factor each fa through /, say f = g ■ f with gn: X -> M . For ß <a<y the map gn is really a map gn: X/X -► Ma , whence the homomorphism f*:A-> X/X induced by / is still a monomorpnism. Since / does not split, neither does /*. But in light of Theorem 4, this contradicts the choice of A e %,. a Note that both Observation 6 and Proposition 7 have obvious duals pertaining to strong preprojective partitions.
The first statement of the following supplement to Theorem A can also be obtained by combining Auslander's [2, Proposition 2.1] with his ideas in [1] ; the specialization to Artin algebras is Theorem A of [2] . Note that to prove Theorem A'(I) below, we need only a small portion of the results we developed up to now, which makes this part of Theorem A' quite easily accessible. Recall that by saying that R-mod has left almost split maps we mean that for every noninjective finitely generated indecomposable left .R-module A there is a left almost split map in R-mod starting in A .
Theorem A'. Suppose that R has left pure global dimension zero.
(I) // R-mod has left almost split maps, then R is of finite representation type. (In particular, every Artin algebra of vanishing left pure global dimension has finite type.) (II) In general, the length of the strong preinjective partition of Ü-Ind is neither a limit ordinal nor the successor of a limit ordinal. In case R is also right artinian and right Morita, the same is true for the length of the strong preprojective partition of Ind-R.
Proof. To prove the first claim, suppose that R-mod has left almost split maps. The ring R being left artinian, Add(R-Ind) = .R-mod is closed under factor modules. Thus Proposition 7 proves the length x of the strong preinjective partition of R-Ind to be at most to. But since the simple left R-modules belong to R-\nd, either x is finite or x > to by Observation 6. Combining these bounds, we see that x is finite, meaning that R has finite representation type.
To establish the first part of (II), let .R-Ind = UQ<"^ De the strong preinjective partition of .R-Ind, and p its length. From Observation 6 we know that p is a successor ordinal, say p = v + 1. Since moreover every nonsimple finitely generated indecomposable R-module is a nonsplit extension of a simple module, W contains a simple left R-module, A say. Clearly, we may assume that R is not semisimple, which is to say that v > 0 ; in particular, A is then noninjective. Note however that A is algebraically compact over R by hypothesis. If S denotes the division ring of endomorphisms of A , then A is finite dimensional over 5, and A -Homs(A, S) is a cyclic right R-module by the Jacobson density theorem. Thus [18, Satz 6(1)] guarantees the existence of an M almost split sequence 0 -> A -> B -► Tr(A ) -► 0 in R-mod. But now Proposition 7 shows that v cannot be a limit ordinal, which completes the proof of the claim for R-Ind.
Next suppose that R is also right artinian and right Morita, and let tí: mod-R -> .R'-mod be a Morita duality (the inverse of tí is also denoted by tí). Since R has vanishing left pure global dimension, the family SP of all homomorphisms between finitely presented indecomposable right R-modules is artinian (see e.g. [21, Corollary 5]), meaning that for each family C/~)(€N of nonisomorphisms in SF such that the codomain of fj+x equals the domain of fi there exists an index m such that fx.fm = 0. Flipping sides via the duality tí , we infer that the family of all homomorphisms between finitely generated indecomposable left R'-modules is noetherian (dual of "artinian" as introduced above). But by [9, Theorem] this shows that R1 in turn has left pure global dimension zero. Applying the previous paragraph to R -Ind, we obtain that the length of the strong preinjective partition of R1-Ind is neither a limit ordinal nor the successor of a limit ordinal. Shifting this information back to Ind -R by means of tí now yields the last claim, d
Remark 8. As was proved by Auslander [1, duals of Theorems 2.10 and 3.1], rings of finite representation type do have the property that all their noninjective indecomposable left (right) modules occur as first terms of almost split sequences in R-mod (mod-/?), and all their nonprojective indecomposable modules occur as last terms of such sequences. Thus the hypothesis concerning left almost split maps in the first part of Theorem A' is also necessary for the conclusion.
Remark 9. Suppose that R is left artinian and C an arbitrary nonprojective finitely generated indecomposable left Ä-module. By [3, Theorem 3.9] there exists an almost split sequence 0->A^B-+C-»0 in R-Mod ; in particular, A is indecomposable. Consequently, if R has vanishing left pure global dimension, then A is finitely generated, and the above sequence belongs to R-mod. Moreover, since almost split sequences are completely determined (up to isomorphism) by their left-hand terms, we thus obtain an infinite family W of finitely generated indecomposable left R-modules which occur as domains of left almost split maps in R-mod, provided that R has left pure global dimension zero but infinite representation type. Furthermore, Theorem A tells us that W has a strong preinjective partition. It thus appears promising to apply the method of Theorem A'(I) to obtain a contradiction in certain cases; however, the crux now is the necessity to check the closedness condition for AddgP in Proposition 7.
In analyzing the proof of Proposition 7 and its bearing on the first part of Theorem A', one notices that we require far less than the existence of left almost split maps in R-mod for our argument. In fact, suppose that R has left pure global dimension zero, let .R-Ind = (jIY<TWl be the strong preinjective partition of R-Ind, and follow Auslander and Smalo in calling the members of U"<ûj ^ trie preinjective left R-modules. Given a module A eWw, we have (by definition) infinitely many nonsplit embeddings fn: A -» Y[/(") A,-, where the sets {Af. i E I(n)} are pairwise disjoint finite sets of preinjective modules.
It is straightforward to check that the existence of an almost split map A -* * entails nonsplitness of the diagonal map / = (f"):A -► \~[IAj, where / is the union of the sets I(n) (this implication makes no use of our hypothesis "left pure gl dim R = 0"). On the other hand, all we need in order to arrive at a contradiction is nonsplitness of /. Indeed, assume nonsplitness of this map, write Hi A¡ -0/ Bj with finitely generated summands B by hypothesis, and pick a finite subsum B of the B which contains the image of /. If we let g:A-^B be the composition of / with some projection 0y B.->B, then g is not split, and all the maps fn factor through g. Thus g will serve the same purpose as a left almost split map A -> * in our argument for part (I) of Theorem A'. As a corollary to the proof of Theorem A' and Proposition 7 we thus record the following sharpening of Auslander's [2, Proposition 2.4]:
Corollary B. The following are equivalent for a ring R :
(1) R has finite representation type.
(2) R has left pure global dimension zero, and each indecomposable direct summand of a direct product of preinjective left R-modules is preinjective. a A combination of Theorem A' with well-known existence theorems for almost split sequences will next allow us to replace the hypothesis of part (I) of Theorem A' by a condition which deals with one finitely generated left module at a time.
Recall that, given a finitely generated indecomposable left R-module A with endomorphism ring S, we denote by A the right R-module Homs(A, V), where V is the injective envelope of S/ rad S.
Corollary C. The following statements are equivalent for a ring R :
(2) R has left pure global dimension zero, and for each noninjective finitely generated indecomposable left R-module A , the right R-module A is finitely presented.
Proof. For (1) => (2) use the facts that a ring of finite type has left and right pure global dimension zero [14] and that A is indecomposable (Remark 2). Corollary D. If R is two-sided artinian and has left pure global dimension zero, then either R is of finite representation type, or else R admits indecomposable algebraically compact right modules which fail to be finitely generated.
Proof. Suppose that R satisfies the hypotheses while being of infinite type, and, invoking Corollary C, pick a finitely generated indecomposable left R-module A such that the right /(-module A is not finitely presented, that is, not finitely generated. By Remark 2, A is indecomposable. To see that A is algebraically compact, it suffices to observe that Hom5(A", Y) is algebraically compact as an R-module whenever X is an R-S-bimodule and Y an algebraically compact S-module (use the adjointness of hom-functor and tensorproduct to verify this).
D
To conclude, we point out a "local" version of Theorem A'(I). In [21, Corollary 12] it was shown that if R is an Artin algebra and W a family of finitely generated indecomposable .R-modules whose direct sum is X-algebraically compact over R, then for every positive integer n the family W contains only finitely many isomorphism classes of modules of length bounded by n . Using our present methods and specializing to classes W for which Add W is closed under submodules, we can strengthen the latter conclusion considerably.
Corollary E (to the proof of Theorem A'). Let W be a family of finitely generated indecomposable left modules over an Artin algebra R such that Add W is closed under submodules. Then the following statements are equivalent:
( 1 ) Each direct product of modules in W is a direct sum of finitely generated modules. (l') Each direct product of modules in W is a direct sum of modules with local endomorphism rings. (2) The direct sum of the modules in W is ^-algebraically compact. (3) W contains only finitely many pairwise nonisomorphic modules.
Proof. Let K be the center of R and E the injective envelope of K/ rad K ; by 3 denote the functor HomA:(-, E) which restricts to a Morita self-duality of R. Moreover, let P be the direct product of the modules in W and Q their direct sum.
(l)^(l') is trivial. (l') => (2). By hypothesis, P is a direct sum of modules with local endomorphism rings, whence P is ^-algebraically compact by [19, Theorem A] . But by [17, Folgerung 3.4 ] the direct product of the modules in W is X^-algebraically compact if and only if the direct sum is.
(2) => (3). Suppose that (2) holds, which means that Q has the descending chain condition on matrix subgroups (see [10, Théorème 1.3] or [17, Folgerung 3.4] ; moreover, see [20] or [21, §2(b) ] for an introduction to matrix subgroups). Using [21, Proposition 3] , we infer that the right Ä-module 3(Q) has the ascending chain condition for finite matrix subgroups. But if Q = 0/e/ C¡ with C( in W, then 3(Q) = \\¡CÍ¡3¡(C>,, and since passage to finite matrix subgroups is a process which commutes with direct products and direct sums, we conclude that the sum Q* -0/€/^(C;) also satisfies the ascending chain condition for finite matrix subgroups. By [21, Observation 8] we obtain further that Q* is noetherian over its endomorphism ring, whence by Proposition 5 above the family W* -(3(C'/))((£/ has a strong preprojective partition. Consequently, W has a strong preinjective partition, say Ind if = (Ja<TWa , where t is the length of the partition (note that Ind W is just a transversal of W because W consists of indecomposable modules). We want to show that x is finite. Assume the contrary, and note that then Ww / 0 (apply Observation 6 to a simple module that occurs in the socle of infinitely many members of IndW). Let A e Ww. By [5, Proposition 4.3 ] the module A occurs as the left-hand term of an almost split sequence in R-mod ; in particular, there is a left almost split monomorphism /: A -> X for some X E R-mod . Using the notation introduced in the proof of Proposition 7 based on y -co, we observe that X/X belongs to Add W , because X/X is congenerated by all Wa , a < to, and Add W is closed under submodules by hypothesis. We now reach a contradiction just as in the proof of Proposition 7. Thus x is finite, which means that the members of W belong to finitely many isomorphism classes. and any index set I the direct product C is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of C . Letting S denote the endomorphism ring of C , it is clear that S contains K as a subring and is module finite over K. By Chase's theorem [8, Theorem 3.3] we deduce that 5 is projective as a left S-module. But since S is local, the latter implies that 5 is free as a left S-module by Kaplansky's theorem [12, Theorem 2] ; that is, S = S for a suitable index set J . Since C has finite length over S because C has finite length over K , [13, Satz 1] finally yields that C1 = C®SS' = C®SS(J) = C(J) as desired, o
